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have been obtained within the Research Center 
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at Anvil Points. The conclusions drawn by project personnel 
are tentative and may be subject to change as work progresses.
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MONTHLY PROGRESS MEMORANDUM 
(Covering July 16 to August 15, 1966) 
I. 	 MINING SECTION (G. R. Haworth and J. B. Sellers) 
A. 	 Development of the New Mine 
1. 	 Main Haulage Adit No.5 
The new adit has progressed 230 feet from the cliff face 
as shown on Figure 1. Advance of this heading is falling 
behind schedule due to an excessive number of equipment 
breakdowns over recent weeks. It was previously antici ­
pated that delivery of the aerial platform and the new drill 
jumbo during the months of July and August would relieve 
the problem of maintaining old equipment. Unfortunately
there are serious setbacks in delivery of these two items 
as discussed in Section B below. The principal causes of 
delays ha,\re been: 
a. 	 Main bearing and connecting rod bearing failure 
in the engine on the aerial platform. 
b. 	 Continued problems with the hydraulic system on 
the aerial platform. 
c. 	 The turbocharger on the Caternillar Load.3r had 
to be replaced with a rebuilt' unit due to a 
bearing failure. 
d. 	 After the compressors had been remounted on 
new concrete foundations, welding slag in the 
air lines plugged up all the drills on the drill 
jumbo. 
e. 	 The compressors have been overheating since their 
reinstallation, causing repeated shutdowns. 
f. 	 The Dart trucks had to be taken off the shale 
haul following another failure in a front wheel 
hub. 
During the plant shutdown period mining was stopped in the 
main heading, but it was continued in the ramp. Since the 
shutdown four rounds have been taken in the main heading. 
One significant change made in these rounds is the blasting 
of a 40 feet wide face using only eight vertical rows of 
holes instead of ten as had been used in "Able". Despite 
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the fewer number of holes the round still pulled well 
leaving little or no bootleg. The ten row-rounds used in 
nAble" used an average of 0.62 pounds of explosive per ton 
of oil shale broken whereas the current eight row rounds do 
the same job with a powder factor of only 0.47 pounds per 
ton. There is also a saving in drilling and powder loading 
time and also a reduction in the number of detonators used. 
The ability to pull the round with the reduced number of 
holes is perhaps a reflection on the close control of the 
drilling angle when drilling the cut holes. All our experi­
ence to date shows that if the cut holes are improperly 
drilled poor blasting results will follow. Blasting Record 
Sheet No. 18 attached shows the eiqht row round and the 
results are typicalof those from our last four blasts. 
2. Haulage Rame 
The status of work in the ramp is shown on Figure 1. Here 
again \ole are behind schedule, partly due to the difficulty 
of driving an inclined ramp down a 17% grade, and partly 
due the equipment problems. A secondhand rotary percussion 
drill jumbo has been rented to speed up the work and cut 
down on drilling manhours. This jumbo has two drills 
mounted on 10 feet feeds on telescoping booms. The per­
formance of these drills will be reported in the next 
monthly memorandum after a sufficient amount of experience 
has been gained with this rig. 
The roof of the haulage ramp is in good condition. Roof 
bolts are being installed as the face advances. The roof 
bolting is necessary to prevent slabbing of the steps in 
the roof as it cuts across the various bedding planes. 
A number of lenses of naccolite have been encountered as 
we progress down through the lower half of the mahogany 
ledge. One lense was four inches thick at its thickest 
point, and five feet across. We have also come across more 
vugs than has been the case mining the top 40 feet of the 
ledge. 
B. Equipment 
An electrical substation has been erected in Adit 5. The loca­
tion of the station is shown on Figure 1. The substation con­
tains transformers and switchgear to provide both 2,300 and 
440 volt outlets. The 2,300 line will feed portable SUbstations 
for the drills and the aerial platform. The 440 volt line is 
now supplying po,,!er to two of the ne~,1 25,000 cfrn portable fans 
received from Joy Manufacturing Company. One ~an supplies air 
to the face in the ramp, and the other supplies the main heading. 
Since they were installed, working conditions have improved
considerably and there are now no fume problems from diesel 
exhaust. 
BLASTING RECORD SHEET 
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Delays in equipment deliveries have affected the schedule for 
completing the main heading. The aerial platform which was due 
for delivery on July 13 will not now arrive until August 22. 
The old unit should have been retired to standby use in mid­
July. Also the new drill jumbo will not be delivered until 
mid or late September. An earlier delivery, promised for late 
August, would have enabled us to complete our development work 
on schedule. With the present situation it will be necessary 
to put the mine on a three shift, seven day per week basis in late 
Septe~ber for a short period to complete the development work. 
We have now experienced two front wheel hub failures on the Dart 
20 ton trucks. A further, more careful dye check of the re­
maining hubs on our four Darts has revealed the presence of 
cracks opening up on all of them. As a result it became neces­
sary to shutdown the fleet and order replacement hubs. The new 
hubs have a modified design excluding a sharp recess which 
had been cut in the older castings. This recess had acted as a 
stress raiser, and, repeated cycling of compressive and tensile 
stresses as the wheel turns apparently caused fatigue fractures 
to develop and progress steadily through the hub plates. De­
livery of the new hubs will take approximately three weeks, in 
the meantime shale hauling has been contracted out to a local 
trucker. 
C. Mine Rehabilitation 
Rehabilitation of the mine office building, change room and 
garage is 95% complete. The four stretches of mine road being
widened have been cribbed and will be backfilled next week. 
The contract to crush and transport gravel to resurface the 
road has been awarded. Work will start during the week of 
August 15. 
D. f-tining Research 
The Mining Cost Study has been completed and is under review. 
Sag pin measurements at the two stations in Adit 5 indica.te 
that there has been no movement of any significance during the 
last month. We have been unable to take further readings in 
"Able" haulageway due to lack of availability of the aerial 
platform. 
In the ventilation crosscut, five diamond drill holes have been 
completed ready for installation of photoelastic stress measuring 
instruments. The instruments will be located in the rib of the 
new mining area at varying distances from the opening. Instal­
lation will start during the week of August 15. 
Terrametrics will be ready to start the bench scale work on 
elastic properties by the end of August. They have received all 
the cores and are preparing the test specimens to our specifi­
cations. 
- 8 ­
II. r1ECHANICAL ENGINEERING 0111. S. Bergen and R. E. Smith) 
During this period, Retort No. 2 was operated testing air dis­
tributor riser heights, bed heights, 3/4 to 1 1/2 inch shale at 
new base points and operability mechanisims, 1 1/2 to 2 1/2 
inch, 1/4 to 1 1/2 inch and 1/4 to 1 inch shale. The new raw 
shale sampling system was put into operation. 
Retort No. 3 design and construction has progressed in accord 
with Torkelson's schedules. Completion is still projected 
October 7, 1966. The new secondary crusher was received, in­
stalled, and is operative. Early tests show the crusher will 
produce a 98% 2 1/2 inch minus product, once through operation, 
with a 2 1/2 inch plus feed from the jaw crusher. Problems 
have developed, however, for our shale needs of both narrow 
ranges and smaller shale. 
A. Retort No.2 
Retort No. 2 was the only retort operated during this period. 
Six major turnarounds were required in order to accomplish 
scheduled studies; one during the vacation shutdown and five 
after. In general, most maintenance periods involved modifi­
cations 
maintenance is 
or change outs of air distributors. 
as follows: 
A summary of 
Date Distributor Cooling: Bed Study 
July 1 a R, 39" Long 7 feet Operability 
July 21 8 R, 21" Long 7 feet Operability 
July 27 8 R, 21" Long 5.5 feet Shale Range Effect 
Aug. 1 4 R, 39" Long 7 feet Bed Height Requirement 
Aug. 9 12 R, 21" Long 5.5 feet Small Shale Fraction 
Aug. 13 Repairs to liner for above test 
Recent operations have involved three basic distributor de­
signs: A four riser design used in processing large and full 
range shales which has been used only in the long (39 inch) 
configuration to date - An eight riser design in a short (21 
inch) configuration which is used primarily for processing 
middle size shale fractions (3/4 to 1 1/2 inch), the longer 
version of this eight riser distributor (39 inches) was in­
operable - A 12 riser distributor intended for processing 
small shale fractions which has just been subjected to initial 
evaluations at the end of this period - A 15 riser design which 
will be used in preliminary fines retorting studies if decreased 
air/riser appears to be a probable solution to clinkering during 
fines processing. 
All of the air distributors currently used in Retort No. 2 are 
mounted on two headers spaced 16 inches on centers running 
across the short dimension of the retort. The headers are 
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tear 	dropped shaped similar to the horizontal distributors. 
Figure 2, attached, shows the details and configuration of 
each 	air distributor design and the header details. 
The use of basic distributor design components has materially 
reduced maintenance down time. Routinely, distributors can 
be changed out, and general retort maintenance performed in a 
24 hour period from shutdown to returning the retort to the 
operating group. 
During this report period several instances of mechanical 
difficulties were encountered in retort supporting equip­
ment. These difficulties resulted in instances of startup 
or run abortions, hO't'ITever retort inspections subsequent to 
completed runs showed that no mechanical conditions existed 
within the retort which cloud the results. 
These comments are especially appropriate for the operability 
studies which resulted in the conclusion that an eight riser 
39 inches long is inoperable for the configuration tested and 
3/4 to 1 1/2 inch shale size. 
Liner repairs performed during the August 13 turnaround ,...rere 
required because of liner distortions encountered during 
declinkering of the retort. Clinkering occured during start ­
up of initial small shale test work with the 12 riser distri ­
butor. Initial judgments indicate that the clinkering re­
lates to the startup procedure rather than distributor dif­
ficulties. 
B. 	 Retort No. 2 - New Raw Shale Sampler 
The installation of the nel;l raw shale sampler for Retort No. 2 
was completed during the vacation shutdmm. Ra'il shale sampling 
was performed with the system during this period. The equip­
ment has been performing 'ire1 1 , and the data show that shale 
sample degradation has been significantly reduced. 
As reported earlior, the sampling is effected with flop gates.
A summary of the operation is as follows: 
1. 	 The flop gate for the Fischer Assay sample opens 
every 90 seconds and remains open for four seconds. 
2. 	 The flop gate for the Ty-lab sample diverts every 
24th Fischer Assay sample to the Ty-lab sample. 
C. 	 Retort No. 2 - Lab Annex 
During this report period, the installation of the Lab Annex 
in the retort building was completed. Improved heat tracing 
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gas sample of approximately 1300 F to the brine tank manifolds. 
The overall effect of the relocation of laboratory equipment 
has not been evaluated as of this date. 
D. Bench Scale Laboratory 
Laboratory facilities for the bench scale work have been con­
structed in the laboratory basement. Two Fischer Assay retorts 
have been modified for vacuum service, and design work for a 
product recovery system to be used in conjunction with the 
Phillips' fluid catalyst tester have been completed. It is 
anticipated that construction of this equipment will be complete 
at the end of this report period. 
E. Retort No. 3 and Supporting Facilities 
1. Crushing Plant 
The crushing plant is being evaluated for throughput and 
product quality since the new secondary crusher was 
installed. Crushing operations with the new roll crusher 
began July 22. 
Preliminary observations are that (1) difficulty will be 
experienced using the present crusher plant configuration 
when making a narrow range large shale, and (2) with the 
secondary crusher when making any product range 1 1/2 inch 
or smaller. 
In the first instance screening efficiency drops due to 
very high recycle loadings developed when producing 25 
tons per hour of product (narrow range). If existing 
screening efficiencies cannot be improved, a new 
secondary screener will be sized for the plant. 
In the second instance, the tooth height on the secondary 
crusher will not permit bringing the face to face dimension 
of the rolls to 1 1/2 inches as originally discussed. This 
in turn makes it necessary to operate the tertiary crusher 
at a high load due to high recycle rates. 1/4 to 1 inch 
shale at rates to 15 tons per hour and 3/4 to 1 1/2 inch 
shale at rates to 30 tons per hour have been produced with 
three stage crushing. The bucket elevator in this case 
is the limiting factor at rates of 100 tons per hour. 
Allis-Chalmers has been contacted for a solution to the 
roll-crusher problem. They have agreed to supply two new 
rolls when a lower tooth height. 
Changes to the tertiary crusher have been very effective 
in that high shale loadings are easily handled. 
The bucket elevator is handling rates to 100 tons per hour. 
A modification to the splitter at the elevator discharge is 
necessary due to these high rates. 
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2. Shale Storage Bins 
The feed distributors to the bins are operative. Early 
tests of the drawoff system indicated that slight modifi­
cations are necessary. This is being studied and re­
visions will be made. 
Work on the 500 ton bin discharge was completed August
12, 1966. 
3. Air Distributors 
In order to facilitate fabrication schedules, the following
decisions were made: 
a. Two air header configurations will be fabricated. 
b. Two manifold-riser configurations will be fabricated. 
All manifolds are interchangeable with each header system. 
This will allow a maximum degree of flexibility in that 
any of the following shale sizes may be utilized: 1/4 to 
3/4, 1/4 to 1, 1/4 to 1 1/2, 3/4 to 1 1/2, 1 to 2, 1 to 
2 1/2, 1 to 3, 1 1/2 to 2 1/2, and 1 1/2 to 3 inches. 
The layouts accomodate the shale with respect to flow­
ability and air per riser needs. They are also commercially 
scaleable. 
4. Gas Drawoff Headers 
Two drawoff levels are available. The top level will 
allow a total shale bed of 21 feet. Bed heights may be 
split as follows: 
Below Air Inlet Level Above Air Inlet Level 
6 feet 5 to 15 feet 
7 feet 4 to 14 feet 
5. Shale Flow Screw Feeder 
The prototype unit has been delivered and assembled for 
test on the large mechanical model unit. Tests began 
August 8. Power requirements and screw to trough 
clearances are being tested. 
6. Spent Shale Disposal 
Work is underway installing the spent shale conveying, 
sampling, and slusher equipment. 
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7. 	 Piping 
Piping of the retort began August 8, 1966. 
8. 	 Liquid Product 
The LACT system will be tested by National Tank August 8 
and shipped to Anvil Points. The decanter has been de­
signed and being drafted. Liquid product tanks are being 
cleaned. Layout of piping is about complete. 
9. 	 Retort Shell and Brickwork 
Brickwork is complete. 
10. 	 Electrostatic Precipitator - '~ulticlones 
The precipitator has been delivered and installation 
started August 8. The multiclones are in place in the 
retort structure. 
11. 	 Recycle BJ.o~ver 
The recycle blower has been installed. The starters were 
damaged in shipping and are being repaired in Denver. 
12. 	 Instrumentation 
The panel boards have been designed and are being fabri ­
cated. 
13. 	 Electricals 
The design of the electrical system is 90% complete. 
14. 	 Crusher Plant Shutdown 
The second crusher plant shutdown is scheduled beginning 
September 6 for three weeks. At this time, the primary 
crusher will be repaired, a new apron feeder installed, 
the new ventilation system installed, and a completely 
new crusher plant electrical panel with starters installed. 
15. 	 Job Scheduling 
As indicated earlier, the reconstruction is scheduled for 
completion October 7, 1966. 
16. 	 Corrosion and Materials Test Program 
Notification has been sent to all Participants that this 
program will be initiated for Retort :No. 3. Technical 
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Observers will discuss their Company needs during the 
next Observers meeting August 24 and 25, 1966 to 
facilitate development of the program. 
F. Rehabiliation - Mine Offices and Change Rooms 
Rehabilitation of facilities at the mine level is about 95% 
complete. 
G. Staffing 
Authorized staffing levels as of August 12 are 24 Participating 
Parties and 122 Research Foundation personnel. 
- 14 ­
III. RETORTING SECTION (J. E. Lawson) 
A. Retorting Group (K. I. Jagel, W. ~~. Broman, R. L. Clampitt, 
D. P. Cotrupe, R. L. rqcGalliard, B. L. 
Reymond, E. E. Turner) 
1. Summarl 
The investigation of the inoperability observed with 3/4 
to 1 1/2 inch shale in Retort No. 2 using long (39 inches) 
risers has been concluded. This series of runs has shown 
that the inoperability was not caused by the irregularity 
in the retort liner caused by the manway: it also was not 
caused by the seven foot bed height below the air distri­
butor. It coincided with the use of the long (39 inches) 
risers. Very good operability was achieved with the short 
(21 inches) risers. This effect of riser height on 
operability with 3/4 to 1 1/2 inch raw shale might also be 
due to an interaction between riser height and the narrow 
dimension of Retort No.2. Experimentation in Retort No. 
3 will be needed to decide if this riser height - retort 
width interaction is significant. 
An evaluation of the yield obtained with 1/4 to 1 1/2
inch shale at 500 lbs/(hr) (ft2) in Retort No. 2 had an 
average yield of 88.2 Vol % Fischer Assay. This yield 
was lower than had been anticipated indicating a sub­
stantial size range effect even in small particle sizes. 
Therefore, what was to have been a shale size - rate study 
with this shale size was abandoned. After a period of 
initial operating difficulties during which pressure drop 
buildups and shale bridging were experienced, recycle gas 
rate was 10\l'Tered slightly and operability was good for the 
series. 
A preliminary correlation of bed height with shale size 
(Da), and shale rate has been developed. Further refine­
ment of this correlation during the demonstration runs 
planned on Retort No. 2 within the next month should be 
achieved. 
Fischer Assay studies carried out at reduced pressure 
indicate that yield increases as pressure is reduced 
but that oil recovery problems are increased. It has also 
been demonstrated that the yield loss obtained when a 
Fischer Assay analysis is carried out in the presence 
of spent shale at atmospheric pressure is repeated at 
reduced pressure. The yield loss has been shown clearly 
to be due to oil cracking. 
- 15 ­
The secondary crusher supplied by Allis-Chalmers, which 
is a double roll, tooth type crusher, has been installed. 
It does not allow the plant to operate at the desired 
rates when producing either 3/4 to 1 1/2 inch or 1/4 to 
1 inch shale. Redesign is in progress and subsequent 
replacement of the roll elements is anticipated. 
2. 	 Retort No.2 
a. 	 Ex loration of 0 erability 

Wh1le Retort1ng Standard 3 

On June 24, 1966, a 3/4 to 1 1/2 inch run series at 
demonstration run conditions was started. This 
series, a base series for the Retort No. 2 shale 
richness study, employed a revised air distributor 
and other retort features as described in the July 
Monthly Report, pages 36 and 37. This run series 
proved inoperable. To bracket the problem, the 
bayonets were shortened 18 inches and another run 
series at the same conditions was begun on June 
26, 1966. Operability for this series, Runs B-920 
through B-923, was very good with results essentially 
duplicating the demonstration run. For a description 
of these run series, see the July Monthly Report, 
pages 36 through 40. 
In making this change from 39 to 21 inch bayonets, 
these mechanical changes were effected: 
lowered 18 inches. 
(1) The bayonets were shortened 18 inches. 
(2) The ned height below the air distributor was 
decreased 18 inches. 
(3) The position of the combustion zone relative to 
retort hardware, e.g. manhole opening, was 
After the vacation shutdown, a program was developed 
to determine which, if any, of the above items was 
responsible for the operability problem. 
The first step was to reinstall the 39 inch risers 
and weld up the manway hole. On July 19, 1966 
the retort was started uo for Run B-926. A standard 
startup procedure was utilized except that the initial 
raw shale rate was 2,600 pounds per hour rather than 
2,800 pounds per hour. Starting three hours after 
reaching run conditions, the retort bridged three 
successive times, finally forcing a retort shutdown 
- 16 ­
after the third bridge. Figure 3 presents rates 
and responses for this startup. The bridges en­
countered were identical to those described in the 
July Honthly Report. This aborted run, B-926,' 
demonstrated that the manway hole did not contribute 
to the inoperability being investigated. 
The second step to resolve this problem was to in­
stall 21 inch risers while maintaining the same bed 
height below the air distributor and the same com­
bustion zone position in the retort as for Run B-926. 
This was accomplished by raising the horizontal air 
manifolds 18 inches. On July 22, 1966, the retort 
was started up for Run B-927. The same startup 
procedure was used as for B-926. Startup was slow 
and combustion was very uneven. A large gas leak 
was discovered in the retort shell about six inches 
below the level of the air ports on the west side. 
After this was repaired, combustion ''las spread and 
stabilized. As the retort was approaching run con­
ditions, a bridge developed. This bridge appeared 
similar to those encountered in B-926~ however, it 
did appear to have more oil at the bridge level. 
This bridge was broken by pounding on the manway. 
Shortly after getting back to run conditions, a 
second bridge developed. This bridge appeared to 
be due to flooding perhaps because gas rates were 
increased too rapidly after the previous bridge. 
This second bridge was dropped by reducing the 
recycle rate. Operations were continued with the 
recycle rate being returned to designated run level 
slowly. 
The recycle distributor back pressure began to build 
up during the startup. This pressure buildup was 
the result of recycle distributor coking during the 
startup problem previously described. By the ti~e the 
pretest period for Run B-927 was started, the back 
pressure had reached 75 inches of H20 versus a nor­
mal level of about 30 inches of H20. 
Test periods pretest B-927 and Run B-927 were con­
ducted under this condition without fUrther bridging 
problems. 
Following Run B-927, the retort was shut down and the 
recycle distributor cleaned. All but one hole was 
found to be plugged or partially plugged. The retort 
was immediately restarted to re-evaluate the operability 
of this retort configuration without interfering 
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plugged recycle distributor. The startup for the 
B-928 run series was smooth and uneventful. Opera­
tions were very good until about 22 1/2 hours after 
the start of pretest for Run B-928. At this time, 
the retort bridged. After clearing this bridge, which 
was sensitive to gas rate reductions but which 
finally required pounding on the manway to drop, 
operations were continued with improving operability 
until the run series was completed at the end of 
Run B-931. Figure 4 presents significant rates and 
responses for this run series, B-928 through B-931. 
The bridge experienced during Run B-929 was different 
from bridges observed during the 39 inch bayonet 
runs. This bridge occurred more than 24 hours after 
reaching run conditions in contrast to the long bayo­
net bridges which usually occurred during the initial 
eight hour lineout period. It is also significant 
that there was no succession of bridges as previously 
experienced and that in contrast stable operations 
were established and continued through two complete 
test periods without further bridging. 
Improved operability with the short bayonets, 
both during Runs B-920 through B-923 and Runs B-938 
through B-931, demonstrate that bayonet length was a 
major factor contributing to the operability problem 
experienced with 39 inch bayonets. The spurious 
bridging which occurred during Run B-929 does indi­
cate remaining operability problems. 
No rigorous mechanism has been formulated for the 
bridging associated with long baypnets1 however, 
an interaction of shale flow disturbances with the 
short retort dimension is considered a probable 
explanation. Retort No. 3 operations may assist in 
illuminating possible Retort No. 2 dimensional effects. 
Table 1 compares Runs. D-928 through B-931 data "dth 
Runs B-920 through B-923 and with the demonstration 
run data. The results from all these runs are 
comparable. Figure 5 presents average Ty-Iab data 
for Runs B-928 through B-931. Temperature and pres­
sure profile data are presented for comparison in 
Figure 6 and 7. 
Additional data of interest taken at the end of 
Run B-931 are presented in Figures 8 and 9. Figure 
8 presents a horizontal temperature profile taken 
about four inches below the air inlet ports. The 
data indicate uneven shale flow. Apparently shale 
o 
.; z o §,. o o o N 
TABLE 1 
SU~1ARY OF RESULTS RUNS B-928 THROUGH B-931 

COMPARED TO RUNS B-817 C-U AND B-920 THROUGH B-923 

Run No. B-928 B-929 B-930 B-931 Average 
Date 7/26/66 7/26/66 7/26/66 7/27/66 
Mass Rate, 1bs/(hr) (ft2) 495 486 499 493 493 
Air Rate, SCF/T 4,340 4,350 4,300 4,350 4,335 
Recycle Rate, SCF/T 15,300 15,400 15,200 15,200 15,275 
Offgas Temperature, 0 F 136 135 137 137 136 
Bed Height, Above Air 99999 
Distributor, Ft. 
Bed Height, Below Air 77777 
Distributor, Ft. 
Average Retort 8. P, Inches 0.78 0.78 0.85 0.79 0.80 
H2 0 
Raw Shale Fischer Assay, 29.9 30.6 31.6 29.1 30.3 
Gal/Ton 
Shale Size, Da, Inch 1.10 1.05 1.04 1.06 1.06 
Dv, Inch 1.21 1.15 1.15 1.14 1.16 
Oil Yield, Vol % RSFA 90.6 91.5 88.4 93.4 91.0 
Overall Ba1ance~ wt % 99.4 98.5 98.4 99.1 98.9 
Organic Carbon Balance, wt % 95.4 95.8 90.8 95.5 94.4 
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flow is faster and the bed looser in the annular 
space between the bayonets and the retort wall. 
This is indicated by profiles themselves and the 
observation of resistance to thermocouple penetration 
noted on Figure 8. 
Figure 9, which presents a north-south horizontal 
temperature profile just above the roll feeders, 
substantiates previous observations that recycle 
distribution is not uniform. Recycle gas flow 
appears to be slightly higher on the north end of 
the retort. The significance of this slight non­
uniformity and possible corrective actions \"i11 
probably be reviewed. 
b. 	 Shale Size - Rate Study - 1/4 to 1 1/2 Inch 
Shale 
Runs PTB-932 through B-93S were made to evaluate 
operability and yield of 1/4 to 1 1/2 inch shale 
at demonstration run (B-8l7; J-U) conditions. The 
primary objective of this study was to determine the 
size range effect on smaller particle sizes. This 
range combines the 1/4 to 3/4 inch and 3/4 to 1 1/2 
inch narrow ranges. 
It was originally planned to try another raw shale 
rate, if these runs proved operable; however, the 
yields exhibited at 500 mass rate indicated that 
the size range effect is SUbstantial and precluded 
further interest in this fraction. Therefore, the 
second test was abandoned. 
During the July 26 turnaround the follm.1ing features 
of the retort were modified: 
(1) 	 The plate added into the liner to cover the 

manhole \vas removed. 

(2) 	 The air distributor (eight 21 inch risers) 

was moved 18 inches do~m. 

(3) 	 18 inches was added to the bottom of the liner 





Conditions for these runs were as follows: raN shale 
rate - 500 lbs/(hr) (ft2), air rate - 4,400 SCF/T, 
recycle gas rate - 15,000 SCF/T, shale richness ­
30 gallons per ton. The results obtained are sum­
marized in Table 2. The yields from the tests c.nd 




RUN NUlv'll3Ei11J 1 :>< 
iDATE STAt1TED 
lLFNGTH Of RlJN , hours 
'lE'l'OHT TYPE NUrv;B~I{ 
PIL RECOVERY SYSTEiVI NUMBER 
l'YFb AIR DIST. 
PPE.l1ATING CONDITIONS: 
Hm1 Shale. lbs/ Jhr) (ft2) 
Fischer Assay, Gal/Ton RS 
Nom. Size rtange, inches 
5 X> Passing Thru 
98 %Passing Thru 
Da 
Dv 
Air. SCF/Ton RS I ,~ 
Tot. Recycle, SGF/Ton RSlwet) \"-/ 
Dilution Gas, SCFLTon RS (wet] 
Propane, SC?/Ton RS 
Brine, Gal/Ton RS 
Air TeInD. Entering Retort, OF 
Bed Hgt. Above Air Disto", ft 
Bed Beloiv Air Dist •.!, ft 
PPERATING DATA: 
Offgas Temperature, OF 
Recycle Gas 'I'emperature, OF 
Spent Shale Temperature, OF 
Avg. Retort ..J P, in. H20/ft 
~P Above Air Dist. in. H20/ft 
Overall Oper. Performance 
PRO;)UCTS RECOVERED: 
Oil Collected, vol %RSFA 
Oil Lost as I"list, vol %RSFA 
Oil in Spent Shale, vol 'fo RSFA 
Total Oil i'1eas. , vol 'fo RSFA 
Total ~iater,. lbs/Ton RS 
Calc. Dry Vent Gas, SCF/Ton RS 
I1ineral CO2 Decomposed, % 
~1ATE1IAL BALANCES: 
Ash, ,-Jt /0 (measured) 
Basis for Yields & Hat '1 Bal. 
Overall Balance, wt % 
Organic Carbon balance wt~ 
Total Carbon tlalance, wt ~6 
Organic Hydrogen Balance, wt% 
v.Jater Balance, wt 70
1--,.-- ­
Gas Loss, SCF/Ton RS l'Wetl 
!HEAT BAL.l\NCE: 
Heat of Combustion, HBtu/Ton RS 
Unaccounted Heat, MBtuLTon RS 
SHALE OIL PROPE.:'1TI ES: 
Gravity, °API 
Ash, wt % 
GAS PROPERTIES (DRY) : 
Hoisture, lbs/I1SCF of dry gas 
Gross Heating Value, BtuLSCF 
02 vol % 
. CO vol % 
SPENT SHALE: 
Fischer Assay, Gal/Ton SS 
Organic Carbon, wt% 
l;Retort No 1 runs no refix- Retort-
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The operation was characterized by a very swift 
response of the temperature to changes of operating 
variables (air, recycle, shale rate, etc), as can 
be expected from fine shale. The temperature pro­
file (Figure 10) 6 1/4 inches above the air distri ­
butor ports shows very localized high temperature 
zones around the bayonets. 
In normal operations a few small {1/2 inch} pieces of 
clinker could be found in the spent shale. 
A high raw shale level was experienced once during 
PTB-932. There was no associated pressure increase 
and the level came down by itself. 
Within four hours after B-933 began, a 2 inch H20 
pressure rise was observed. The temperature also 
climbed to 1,9000 12 inches above the air injection 
point. 
One hour later there were three high shale level 
alarms at about 10 minute intervals. In the first 
two cases the level went down by itself, but the 
third time it was necessary to pound on the manhole 
to break the bridge. 
Air and recycle rates were also lowered to prevent 
supporting the bridge by gas pressure. 
The temperature of the condensation zone fluctuated 
widely (1,5000 to 2,0000 F 12 inches above air injec­
tion) as a result of the roll feeder speeding up at 
high level and slowing down at 10'"1 level. 
Once 	the bridge was broken, it was decided to: 
(l) 	 Maintain the temperature of the condensation 

zone below the value that coincided with the 

beginning of uneven flow; 

(2) 	 If a high shale level alarm occurred again, 
prevent the shale flow from slm-'ing too much 
as the level went back down. 
These measures insured a smooth operation for the 
rest of the run series. Thus the operability 
under those conditions is good, provided one is 
aware of fine shale's sensitivity and quick re­
action to changes in the process variables. 
Figure 11 shows the pressure profile to be quite 
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Other figures include Figure 12, a time profile of 
the retort bottom pressure, and Figure 13, a vertical 
temperature profile: 
c. Correlation of Bed Height Data 
The major variables that control the offgas tem­
peratures in the Gas Combustion process are bed 
height, particle diameter of the shale, gas rates 
and shale rates. Previous runs in Retort No. 2 
indicated 2 to 4% loss in yield when the offgas 
temperatures were increased from 135 to 1600 F. 
It should be mentioned that this loss may be par­
tially due to the inability of the present recovery 
system to recover some of the product hydrocarbons 
as liquids from the hotter offgas. Bed height is 
an important variable in keeping the offgas tem­
perature at a reasonable level. It is also impor­
tant in the economics of the process. 
Preliminary correlations have been developed giving
the relationship between particle diameter of the 
raw shale and bed height requirements. The plot 
is shown in Figure 14. 
Additional data and refinement may cause a revision 
in this correlation. More ",,'eight was given to 
recent data. Old data were used to improve the 
judgment in making the correlations. Corrections 
are orders of magnitude only. They will change 
depending on shale size, temperature level which 
they are made and others. 
The offgas is saturated with water vapor at 132 to 
1350 F. In determining bed height requirements 
1350 F was used as the base temperature. Gas rates 
were the same as those used in the economics study 
(see Figure 15). The corrections used in adjusting 
mass rates, gas rates and bed height were: 
Temperature Change Temperature Correction, 0 F 
Per foot bed height 6 
Per 1,000 SCF/T gas 4 
Per 100 lbs/(hr) (ft2) 10 
These data were determined from the information in 
Table 3. It will be observed from the table that the 
offgas temperature increased 60 F per foot of bed 
when the bed height was reduced from 20.5 to 16.5 
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FIGURE 14 
PRELIMINARY BED HEIGHT REQUIREMENTS 
X - 500 1bs/(hr) (ft2) 
o - 400 1bs/(hr) (ft2) 
6 - 300 1bs/(hr) (ft2) 
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RECYCLE RATES VERSUS PARTICLE DIAMETER (DV) 
(For Economic Studies) 






CORRECTIONS IN CALCULATING BED HEIGHT REQUIREMENTS 
RETORT NO. 2 
B-686 B-748 B-899 B-903 B-936 B-942 PTE-873 
Runs: Through Through Through Through Through Through Through PTB-S70 
B-688 B-750 B-900 B-906 B-938 B-945 B-876 B-S72 
Shale Size, Inches 3/4 -1~ 3/4 -1~ 3/4 - 3 3/4- 3 1~ - 2~ 1~ - 2~ 1 - 3 1 ­
Mass Rate, 1bs/(hr) (ft2) 517 498 463 466 400 400 296 510 
Air Rate, SCFIT 4,350 5,750 4,400 4,300 (4,350) (4,350) 5,000 4,SOO 
Recycle Rate, SCF/T 15,970 11,370 16,200 15,600 (15,700) (14,700) 16,200 16,000 
Total Bed Height, Ft. 14.5 14.5 20.5 16.5 24 21 19 19 
Offgas Temperature, 0 F 137 118 134 159 134 139 138 162 
Temperature Corrections, 0 F 
Gas, 6T/1,000 SCF/T ( 4 ~ 
Bed, 6 TIFt 6 :> ( 2 ---). 
Mass Rate, 6 T/100 1bsl 




shale (see table) the offgas temperatures increased 
240 F when the shale rate was increased from 296 
to 510 lbs/(hr) (ft2). This indicates a 120 F in­
crease for each 100 pounds mass rate increase. 
Corrections to the particle diameter (Da) Ty-lab 
screens are given in Figure 16. Samples of shale 
taken from the "c" belt indicated some breakage of 
the shale in the old raw shale sampling system. The 
new sample system, installed during the July shut­
down eliminated this breakage. The correction should 
not be used with samples after Run B-925. 
Such things as cross sectional area and hardware 
(recycle and air distributor) configuration are not 
considered in the correlations and they no doubt 
affect bed height requirements. 
If the bed height requirements for Retort No. 2 are 
a.pplicable to Retort No. 3 some yield may have to 
be sacrificed on large particle diameter shale (plus 
1.8) due to offgas temperatures unless the recovery 
system on Retort No. 3 is more efficient. 
3. Bench Scale Studies 
a. Fischer Retorting at Reduced Pressure 
Recent studies comparing conventional Fischer Assay 
with vacuum assay have produced very stimulating 
results. The data show that when retorting 23 gallon 
per ton shale at 10 rom Hg, oil product equivalent to 
94 Vol % Fischer Assay is collected in the 00 C con­
densing system of the standard Fischer Assay apparatus. 
However, additional liquid product is collected in 
-800 C dry ice traps downstream of the 00 C system. 
Yields up to 116 Vol % Fischer Assay have been cal­
culated on the total oil recovered. The specific 
gravity of the oil in the 00 C trap averages 0.956 
compared with 0.916 for typical Fischer Assay oil. 
A satisfactory procedure has not yet been developed 
for characterizing the -800 C trap oil since signi­
ficantly large losses occur during the transfer 
operation. Some of the oil is lost as a residual 
film in the trap and an additional amount is lost 
by vaporization of the light ends fraction. However, 
reasonably accurate measurements are made of the 
total liquid product 't<7eight and of the water content. 
The oil weight is then obtained by difference. 
Specific gravity measurements of the recovered oil 
average~ 0.86. Therefore, for the pur~ose of yield 
calculations, an estimated specific gravity of 0.8 
is assumed for the total oil fraction collected in 
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Comparative data obtained in these runs are sum­
marized in Table 4. Runs A through D were pre­
liminary shakedown runs and development of the re­
covery system and operating procedures continued 
through Runs 6 and 7. Good measurements of the oil 
and water fractions collected in the -800 C trap 
were obtained for the first time in Run 8. These 
measurements have been obtained routinely in all 
succeeding reduced pressure runs. Run 10 was a 
standard Fischer Assay run except that a dry ice 
trap was installed downstream of the 00 C condensing 
system, providing a recovery system identical to that 
used in the reduced pressure runs. As shown in the 
table, no liquid product l~as collected in the -800 C 
trap indicating that the comparison of standard 
Fischer Assay with vacuum assay is valid despite the 
difference in recovery systems. 
It is concluded from these data that increased yields 
are obtained at reduced pressure; however, product 
recovery is more difficult and it is necessary to 
increase the efficiency of the recovery system to 
realize the potential yield advantage. Further, 
since the oil partial pressure in the pilot retorts 
is in the order of 10 mm Hg, it is conceivable that 
the apparent maximum yield level of 'v 92% is not 
limited by inefficient retorting but by the inadequacy 
of the conventional recovery system. 
b. Retorting in the Presence of Fines at 10 mm Hg 
Retorting in the presence of fines at reduced pressure 
is part of a continuing study to determine the effects 
of oil/fines interaction on oil yield. This work is 
similar to that done at atmospheric pressure and re­
ported in detail in the Nonthly Progress Memorandum 
of April 18, 1966. The experimental program studying 
the effects of pilot and Fischer retort spent shale 
fines has been completed and the data appear in 
Table 5. The data show that the presence of fines 
does decrease the oil yield based on the 00 C con­
densate and also that the greater losses are obtained 
with the Fincher retort spent shale. These data are 
conc;istent. ~,y'i th those obtained at atmospheric pres­
sure except: ~hat the yield levels are considerably 
lower. It is interesting to note that yields cal­
culated on total oil recovery are in the range of 
lL~ to 120 Vol % Fischer Assay, essentially the same 
as obtained in the absence of fines. This suggests 
that the fines promote cracking ~.]hich changes the 
product distribution and increases the difficulty 
of product recovery. Analytical data obtained on 
TABLE 
COMPARISON OF STANDARD FISCHER ASSAY WITH VACUUM (10 rom Hg) ASSAY 
[ 
f
Run ft: System Product Distribution, wt % Oil S. G. Oil Recovery ~ 
Oil H2O SS Gas + 600 /600 F 0<:> C Total ~ 
00 00 00 
,
C -800 C C -800 C Loss C Wt % Vol %FA wt % Vol %FA :,. 
A, B Vac. 10~1 (1) 0.3 (1) 83.1 6.5 0.953 95.3 91.7 (1) (1) 
I 
C, 0 Std. 10.6 1.2 86 .. 1 2.2 0.916 f--iOO(2)~ 
6A, B Vac. 11.0 2.7(3) 0.2 84.3 1.9· 0.955 100.0 95.2 110 \ 
6C, D Std. 11.0 1.5 85.7 2.1 0.910 ( 100(2)~ 
7A, B Vac. 10.6 2.7(3) 0.1 85.2 1.5 0.960 100.0 95.3 110(4) 
1C-F Std. 10.6 1.4 86.0 o 2.0 0.917 ( 10 0 (2 )--~."....-> 
8A, B Vac 10.4 2.2 .0.2 1.5 84.8 0.9 0.957 97.2 93.3 118.0 116(5) 
lOA, B Std 10.9 0.0 1.5 0.0 85.4 2.2 0.919 ( 100(2) ~ 100.0 100 
(1) Not Obtained 
(2)By Definition 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































the spent shales from these runs are under study 
to determine the relationship between residual 
organic carbon and oil product distribution. 
These data confirm the earlier conclusion that 
fines promote oil cracking, placing an increased 
burden on the product recovery system. Also, 
these data coupled with those obtained in the re­
cycle gas analysis work indicate that substantial 
yield advantages may be gained in the pilot retorts 
by increasing the efficiency of the recovery system. 
In this connection, alternate recovery systems are 
currently under study from both operational and 
economic viewpoints. 
c. 	 Summary of Conclusions 
The following conclusions have been drawn from the 
vacuum retorting stUdies and oil/fines interaction 
stUdies completed thus far. 
(1) 	 Increased oil yield is obtained when retorting 
at 10 rom Hg; however, product recovery is 
more difficult and reauires a more efficient 
recovery system to reRlize the yield increase. 
(2) 	 Fines promote cracking when retorting at either 
atmospheric pressure or at 10 rom Hg. Yield 
losses result unless the efficiency of the 
recovery system is increased to recover the 
light ends formed. 
(3) 	 The highest degree of cracking has been obtained 
when retorting in the presence of Fischer retort 
spent shale fines. 
(4) 	 The degree of cracking (or yield loss) is a 
function of the oil/fines ratio, i.e. cracking 
(or yield loss) increases with decreasing shale 
richness. 
(5) 	 Oil l(>~~ses due to cracking are obtained when 
recov~r:'.ng oil from oil/fines mixtures either 
at atm('\~",:,heric pressur,,= or at 10 nun Hg. 
The AIL. : ,.<:'!hal:r.,'!':'s ~ouole roll, t.c·;d.:h type secondary crusher 
was ins';:''\.: ~,~d d:l~:-i'~::1 the week of July 18. Pictures of the 
crusher and integral components are presented on Fignre 17. 
A mechanical description of the crusher follo"1s: 
FIGlm:r:: 17 
PICTURES OF ALI,IS-CEII,Lrv'J~:RS DOUBI.E 
ROLL CRUSHJ~H FOf( OIL SHALE 
Front View of Double Roll Crusher 






Top View of Double Roll 
Crusher. Note that each 
roll is made up of 12 
laminations or rings. 
Close Up View of Teeth From 
Top of Crusher 
Side View of Moveable Roll. 
Note design of teeth. Teeth 
are 1 3/4 inches high. The 
laminations or rings are 
bolted together by a bolt 
through the drum. Refer to 
arrow. 
RLClampitt 
. :c-.<=- BiLS /6 6 
- -,~.~:,::::!' ~. -~ -:::'~:L_ 
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Allis-Chalmers Tooth Double Roll Crusher For Oil Shale 
Size of Crusher - 86" Long X 59" Wide X 57 1/2" High 
Rolls - 24 inch diameter by 24 7/8 inches long with teeth. 
One roll location is stationary while the other 
roll is adjustable. A ha.nd operated hydraulic 
system positions the moveable roll. Each roll is 
driven independently by a 15 HP motor at 170 RPH. 
The rolls rotate in opposite directions and toward 
each other pulling shale down through the crusher 
opening. The rolls consist of 12 laminations. 
Six of these are keyed to the five inch main shaft. 
The other six laminations contain the teeth. The 
toothed rings are not keyed to the main shaft. 
Teeth - There are six rows of teeth on each roll. The 
teeth are 1 3/4 to 1 13/16 inch high by 1 1/2 
inch wide spaced at 30 degree intervals around the 
24 inch diameter rolls. The face and point or 
top of each tooth is hardfaced with an abrasion 
resistant metal. (The crusher at Anvil Points 
has si:r types of hardfaced material. An evaluation 
will be made on the wearing quality of each of the 
materials. ) 
Operating experience thus far indicates the secondary 
crusher will not do the job it was supposed to do. Allis­
Chalmers had ag~eed to supply a double roll crusher that 
would produce large quantities of product in the 1/4 to 
1 inch and 3/4 to 1 1/2 inch size ranges. The crusher 
had to have the capability of producing the smaller shale 
if Retort No. 3 feed requirements were to be met. 
Shale size distribution data on product from the double 
roll crusher are presented on Figure 18. With the rolls 
in the most closed position only 36% of the product was 
one inch or less in size. This percentage should be close 
to 70% in order to ~eet Retort No. 3 feed requirements. 
A crushing and scr~ening plant capability study is in 
progress. PurpOR~ of this work is to determine whether 
or not the crush:t:,.: plant can supply the amount and the 
desired size ran,:-;ccor Retort No.3, and to determine the 
"bottlen0.cks" int:, ..~ plant that limit overall capacity 
with th~:: various:>::, '~,~ ranges. 
FIGURE 18 

SHALE SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF PRODUCT FROM 

ALLIS-CHAL~~RS DOUBLE ROLL CRUSHER 

Crusher Setting-Clearance From 




Size of Raw Shale Feed -> 2 3/4 Inches <8 Inches 
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B. 	 f,1echanical r~odel Group (T. C. Lyons, L. J. Skowronek, P. H. 
- Gifford) 
1. 	 Shale Flow Studies 
a. 	 Shale Flow Through Standard and Extended 
Bayonet Distributors 
The operating difficulties experienced in Retort 
No. 2 while attempting to reproduce demonstration 
run conditions with longer bayonets are described 
in detail in the Retorting Section of this Memo­
randum. It will be recalled that a possible expla­
nation of ~:h~ prohlem' is that the slight disruption 
in shale flow caused by the shorter bayonet con­
figuration prevents the formation of stable bridges. 
Therefore, in order to gain further insight into the 
shale flow aspects of this problem, an exploratory 
program was carried out in the miniature model of 
Retort No.2. The primary purpose of this study was 
to determine if there was a significant difference in 
shale flow in and around the two distributor con­
figurations. 
The observations revealed that the shale flow was 
uniform down to and slightly below the level of air 
injection with the extended bayonets. On the other 
hand, with the standard length bayonets, there is 
a flow distortion which occurs just above the point 
of air injection. Therefore, it was concluded that 
the shale flow in the combustion zone was smoother 
with the extended bayonets. However, a word of 
caution should be injected here. At this stage, one 
should not conclude that smooth flow is undesirable; 
only that further investigation in this area appears 
justified. 
The flow distortion in 	the region of the standard 
length bayonets is illustrated in Figure 19. (This 
is an actual tracing of the surface profile as the 
s::,~nulated 3/ ~ to 1 1/2 inch shale is dra't,m through 
tl-'.-3 distribi:i:ors in the 1/6th scale flow model.) 
'1'b~ surfac!'; :'~,cofile remains :evel down to within 
St;"~eral in','. ..;; of the top of the bayonets in the 
l"'r·',!~l or al~,'<p.1ivalent of ab·,ut eight inches in 
:t>:;',')rt No.: However, as the bed is drawn dot-Tn 
f":<.:her, i:.l : ,•• ~~., di,.::;tortion i:1 +:~e shape of a "gull 
W:.;:C;" is :)~' ,~t';":,,y~"(1, This ch;:rct:'.c·::eristic "gull wing" 
h;," also :,.;-. (.:i."2e.rved 	 in Re':.c.::t 1'10. 2 and simply 
indJ, ..~ates i:.but at this level the easiest path of 
travel for the shale particles is at the center and 
the walls. 
517-41./3 how 7#"eo('/~;J.1 ..s\;'~;//i~..~<'/ &yo/,,/C/1)S7/':;/,;307'0/2.S 
}i seA lE Fl~C;") /V,o.oEL 3;4- I Yz.. IN. $/-/4tf 
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The flow profile observed with the extended bayo­
nets is shown in Figure 20. In this case, the 
bayonets are 18 inches (3 inches in the model) 
longer than the standard design. This pattern 
reveals that the flow is uniform at the top of 
the bayonets and the "gull wing" forms belot-l the 
level of air injection. Thus, there is a dif­
ference in the flow characteristics in the com­
bustion zone with the two configurations. Whether 
this difference is enough to cause the operating 
difficulties that were experienced is not known 
at this time. 
Further model studies were made to establish the 
relationship between bayonet length and the level 
of flow distortion. This relationship - shown in 
Figure 21 - indicates that the flow distortion 
occurs above the bayonet for lengths up to 25 
inches and below the bayonet for lengths greater 
than 25 inches. It will also be noted that the 
main header and manifold alone (length of bayonet = 
0) cause a flow distortion 12 inches above the 
manifold. 
b. Revisions to Large Shale-Flow f·1odel 
Extensive revisions have been made to the large 
shale flow model to make it a 1/2-section of Retort 
No.3. The primary purpose of these revisions 
is to facilitate the study of questions involving 
shale flow which undoubtedly will arise during 
the operation of the large retort. 
Up to this time, the dimensions of the flow model 
were 10 feet (wide) by 2 feet (deep) by 20 feet 
(high). The shale inlet system was quite simple 
and particle segregation caused considerable flow 
problems particularly with the 1/4 to 1 inch shale. 
The shale outlet system was designed to study the 
multi-level or slot-type drawoff technique. 
During the recent modifications, the depth was 
increased f~om 2 to 3 feet to give a cross section 
of 3 feet by 10 feet. This compares to Retort 
No. 3 which has a cross section of 6 feet by 10 
feet. More important, however, is the fact that 
the shale inlet and outlet systems are also 1/2 
sections of those currently being installed in 
Retort No.3. The shale is fed to the model 
through three 20 inch diameter pipes t-lhich form 
three shale piles across the 10 foot width. This 
i 
F/G Ul?,2- :w 
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should minimize the segregation problem. A sing1e­
level drawoff system containing three 20 inch 
diameter pipes has been installed on the outlet 
of the model. 
The model is currently being used to evaluate the 
operability of a spiral feeder similar to that 
which is proposed for use on the spent shale draw­
off system of Retort No.3. (Some difficulties 
were encountered when spiral feeders \'Jere used on 
Retort No.1.) Auger clearances and power require­
ments are being investigated. Following this, a 
final check will be made of the proposed spacing 
of the air distributor and recycle gas hardware 
for Retort No.3. 
2. Mist Studies 
a. Basic Flow StudX 
During this month's operation the basic flow study 
was started. The purpose of this study is to ob­
tain semi-quantitative information regarding the 
flow properties in circular ducts of heavily loaded 
mists. Three basic configurations are to be studied. 
They are (1) a 4 inch ID glass pipe 10 feet long 
in a vertical position with upward flow, (2) this 
same pipe in a horizontal position, and (3) a 4 inch 
900 elbow. Two criteria were used to establish 
the velocities to be studied. The calculations were 
based on the proposed conditions of Retort No.3. 
The similar impaction parameter criterion gave a 
velocity of 12.9 ft/sec; while the similar velocity 
criterion gave a velocity of 64.7 ft/sec. 
Table 6 gives the results which have been obtained 
to date. This table shows the pipe configuration, 
the velocity, and the overall impaction efficiency, 
Eo, for each test. As the reader can see using the 
straight vertical pipe very little impaction occurred 
with the similar impaction parameter velocity of 
12.9 ft/sec. When the velocity was raised to 64.7 
ft/sec with the same pipe configuration the Eo rose 
markedly to an average of 53.7%. It was also observed 
that during these tests a very turbulent film of oil 
built up on the inside surface of the pipe. In the 
initial stage this film seemed to flow neither up­
ward with the gas nor down"lardi it did seem, however, 
to grow rapidly in thickness. Hithin five minutes, 
the film was too thick to make observations. Nith 
the straight pipe in the horizontal position at the 
same velocity the overall impaction efficiency dropped 
to 0% and no comparable oil film was observed. 
TABLE 6 
BASIC FLOW STUDY RESULTS 
Test 





148 Vertical - Straight - 10 Ft. 12.9 - 8.7% 
149 Vertical - Straight - 10 Ft. 12.9 - 3.1% 
150 Vertical - Straight - 10 Ft. 12.9 + 0.2% 
151 Vertical - .. Str~ight - 10 Ft. 12.9 - 1.0% 
152 Vertical - Straight - 10 Ft. 64.7 50.2% 
153 Vertical - Straight - 10 Ft. 64.7 52.0% 
154 Vertical - Straight - 10 Ft" 64.7 59.0% 
156 Horizontal - S~raight - 10 Ft. 64.7 - 0.5% 





From these results and observations it was con­
cluded that the scrubbing action of material 
entrained from the thick turbulent film led to 
the very high impaction efficiencies, and that 
when this film is not present, as was the case 
in the horizontal position, low impaction 
efficiencies can be expected. 
l! 
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IV. 	 ENGINEERING AND ECONOMIC ANALYSES (P. W. Snyder, J. W. 
Hasz, R. A. Reitz) 
A. 	 Optimum Number of Raw Shale Fractions 
The economics of raw shale fractionations and maximum size has 
been re-evaluated incorporating: 
1. 	 The most recent yield data. 
2. 	 Revised crushing information: 
a. 	 Variation in fines produced. 
b. 	 Revised crushing cost. 
3. Adjustments to retorting costs for 	variations in: 
a. 	 Bed height with shale size. 
b. 	 Gas rates with shale size. 
c. 	 Pressure loss across the retort with shale size 
and gas rate. 
1. 	 Conclusions 
a. 	 The economic optimum maximum size from the 
crushing plant is between 2 and 2 1/2 inches. 
This optimum is relatively flat as shown on 
Figure 22. Selection of any maximum size 
between 2 and 3 inch shale will not change 
the costs by more than 2¢/bbl. 
b. 	 A three fraction 1/4 inch plus feed is slightly 
more attractive (0.2 to 1.3¢/bbl) than a two 
fraction split as shown in Table 7. Incremental 
costs for the additional complexity required 
to control three related retort feed streams 
has not been developed and could counteract 
this small advantage. For example an additional 
two to four men per shift would eliminate it. 
A crusher plant that produces less fines does 
not significantly change this conclusion as 
shown on Table 8. 
c. 	 Screening the two-fraction feed at 1 inch instead 
of 1 1/2 inch is slightly more attractive, 0.5 







CALCULATED OPTIMUM MAXIMUM SHALE SIZE 





1! dmum Sizf 2. Shale, 
¢/bbl 





SUMMARY OF OPTIMIZATION CALCULATIONS RETORTING 2 1/2 INCH MINUS SHALE 
(Bases For Crusher Plant Product Size Distribution: Nordberg 
Estimates,13% less 1/4 Inch) 
CASE: 

A. Processing All Fines 
Incremental Cost, ¢/bbl at: 

500 MR for Large Shale Fraction 

400 MR for Large Shale Fraction 

OVerall Plant Performance: 
Total Mass Rate, lbs/(hr) (ft2) at: 
500 MR for Large Shale Fraction 
400 MR for Large Shale Fraction 
Oil Yield on Mine Run, Vol % FA at: 
- 500 MR for Large Shale Fraction 
400 MR for Large Shale Fraction 
Total Bed Height For Large Shale, ft 
500 Mass Rate 
400 Mass Rate 
B. Processing Half The Fines 
Incremental Cost, ¢/bbl at: 

500 MR ~or Large Shale Fraction 

400 MR for Large Shale Fraction 

Overall Plant Performance: 
Total Mass Rate, lbs/(hr) (ft2) 
500 MR for Large Shale Fraction 
400 MR for Large Shale Fraction 
Oil Yield on Mine Run, Vol % FA at: 
500 MR for Large Shale Fraction 
400 MR for Large Shale Fraction 
Fines Discarded, Wt % Mine Run 
fJlqtal Bed Height For Large Shale, ft 
SOO·Mass Rate : 












































































Cut a.t Cut at 

1/4 Inch 1/4, 3/4 
and 1 1/2 and 





























SUl-WLARY OF OPTIMIZl\TIO:\f CJ\LCULATIONS RETORTING 
__---::__--:-----:2:-::-:l;;;J;!..-;2::....-~~J ~;L '~n~u~_S~H::..A::=L==E:....-_______ 
(Bases For Crusher Plant Product Size Distribution: Torkelson 





A. Processing All Fines 
Incremental Cost, ¢/bbl at: 
500 MR 
400 MR 
for Large Shale Fraction 
for Large Shale Fraction 
Bases 
+ 0.4 
Overall Plant Performance: " 
Total Mass Rate, lbs/ (hr) (ft2) 
500 MR for Large Shale Fraction 
400 MR for Large Shale Fraction 
490 
390 
Oil Yield on Mine Run, Vol % FA at: 
500 MR for Large Shale Fraction 
400 MR for Large Shale Fraction 
83.5 
85.2 
Total Bed Height for Larg:e Shale, 
500 Mass Rate 




B. Proces Half The Fines 
Incremental Cost, ¢/bbl at: 
500 MR for Large Shale Fraction 
400 MR for Large Shale Fraction 
Bases 
+ 0.6 
Overall Plant Performance: 
Total Mass Rate, lbs/ (hr) (ft2) 
500 MR for Large Shale Fraction 
400 MR for Large Shale Fraction 
490 
400 
Oil Yield on Mine Run, Vol % FA at: 
500 MR for Large Shale Fraction 
400 MR for Large Shale Fraction 
81.8 
83.4 
Fines Discarded, wt % 1-1ine Run 2.1 
~ 
Total Bed Height for Larg:e Shale, 
500 Mass Rate 


























































d. 	 The one fraction system and the wide-cut small 
shale fraction (1/4 to 1 1/2 inch) of the two 
fraction system are significantly penalized by 
our latest Retort No. 2 results in retorting 
1/4 to 1 1/2 inch shale which substantiates 
our earlier indication of a large size-range
effect on yield. There is about a 4% yield 
Ioss 'tlhen retorting full range versus three 
fractions: and a 1 to 1.5% yield loss when 
screening the two fraction case at 1 1/2 inch 
instead of 1 inch as shown in Tables 9 and 10. 
e. 	 The one fraction system has the following advan­
tages \<!hich partially reduced the cost of 
lower yields: 
(1) 	 Four to five feet less total bed height 
was required. 
(2) 	 The full range permits a greater retention 
of fines in the retort feed (5% of 90% of 
the mine run is greater than 5% of 20% of 
the mine run). The one fraction case pro­
duces 4 to 8% fines versus 8 to 12% for 
the three fraction case. 
2. 	 Discussion of Bases and Results 
a. 	 Bases 
(1) 	 Sh~le Size Distribution: 
(a) 	 Nordberg estimates (June 1966 Progress 
Memorandum Figure 66). 
(b) 	 Unofficial data from Torkelson used 
to evaluate the effect of a distri ­
bution which produces less fines for 
a 2 1/2 inch maximum size crusher 
product (Figure 23). 
(c) 	 A 95% screening efficiency was used ­
therefore 5% undersize is in any 
product from the screening plant. 
This generally matches the fines 
content of the 1/4 inch plus fraction 
we have developed yield data from. 
(2) 	 Retort Yield 
(a) 	 The maximum size determination was 
made using the yield correlation 
shown on Figure 24. At this time 
----
TABLE 9 
YIELD, BED HEIGHT, AND G._~ RATE REQUIREHENTS FOr< 2 1/2 
....It;l£Sli~U~L§, rtALll..fl~,f'E;.IL9£t,1LQBLlliARQ~B.tI§lill~,.,JS~T, [t~!1L,.--
II IV 
1/4 - 2!~ 1/4 - 1 1 - 21:; 1/4 - 1~ 11;; - 2~1 1/4-3/4 3/4-]); 1~-2~;--- -~--.. ------ ---~-
91.6 25.0 63.2 46.1 43.2 18.1 26.6 43.2 
1. 35 0.55 1.77 0.82 1.94 0.48 1.08 1. 94 
0.82 0.48 1.53 0.61 1.86 0.42 1. 00 1. 86 
1.82 0.30 2.92 0.68 3.76 0.23 1.17 ":l )6 
1.~9 1.37 1. 23 1.50 1.15 1.25 1.18 1.15 
16.3 15.3 - 17.1 15.5 17.6 15.2 15.8 17.6 
15.6 15.1 . 15.9 15.2 16.2 15.1 15.~ 16.2 
15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 
11. 8 10.8 18.1 11.1 21.8 10.6 12.6 21.8 
12.7 11. 6 11. 9 11.9 22.8 11.4 13.5 22.8 
13.6 12.3 12.7 12.7 24.0 12.2 14.5 2<1.0 
87.0 89.9 91. 0 89.9 
85.6 87.0 87.0 
84.1 90.5 89.2 83.4 90.5 83 
86.5 92.5 90.1 88.7 89.1 94.1 91.3 89.1 
85.1 92.1 87.0 88.3 86.0 93.7 91.1 86.0 
83.4 91.6 84.8 87.6 83.8 93.1 90.8 83.8 
bmposite Yields at 500 HR, Vol % RSFA 
~74 - I' 172 Inch Fraction'- 87.6 91. 7 
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T T...IE 10 
YIELD, BED HEIGHT, AND GAS RATE REQUIREMENTS FOR 2 1/2 

INCH 11J.INUS SHALE BASED ON TORKELSON CRUSHER DAT]\. 

Bases For Crusher Pro4uct Size Distribution: Torkelson Data 

CASE I-A II-A III-A 
--~----"'''''"-,-----­
Nominal Size Inches: .!/4 - 2~ 1/4 -:- 1 1 - 2 1/4 - 1~ 1/4-3/4 
Fraction of Mine Run, wt % 95.8 22.6 69.5 43.7 49.5 15.5 
Characterization, 
\\'t Mean Dia, Dv, Inches 1.42 0.60 1. 75 0.84 2.00 0.48 
Surface Mean Dia, Da, Inches 0.86 0.50 1.55 0.62 1.89 0.42 
Yield Parameters 
Dv2 2.01 0.36 3.06 0.70 4.00 0.23 
Geometric Std. Dev. (rp-oTO"')/p). ~ 1.54 1.37 1. 25 1.50 1.12 1.25 
Recycle Gas & Bed Height Req.' d. 
Recycle Gas, :/I'lSCF/T @ 
300 Ibs/ (hr) (ft2) 16.4 15.3 17.1 15.5 17.7 15.2 
400 1bs/(hr) (ft2) 15.6 15.1 15.9 15.2 16.2 15.1 
500 Ibs/ (hr) (ft2) 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 
Total Bed Height, Ft @ 
300 1bslThr) (f~--- 12.0 10.8 18.5 11. 2 22.2 10.6 
400 1bs/(hr) (ft2) 12.8 11.6 19.5 12.0 21.3 11.4 
500 1bs/(hr) (ft2) 13.7~ 12.4 20.6 12.8 24.3 12.2 
pi1 Yie1d~;J Vol % RSFA 
Smoothed'Exper. Data 

300 IbsT(hrrrrf7 )- 87.0 89.9 

400 1bs/ (h1:) (ft2) 85.6 87.0 

500 1bs/ (hr) (ft2) 84.1 90.5 89.2 83.4 

Adjusted Exper. Data 
300 Ibs/ (hr) (f£2-,- 86.6 92.3 89.5 88.7 88.9 94.1 
400 1bs/(hr) (ft2) 85.2 91.7 86.4 88.2 85.8 93.7 
I 500 1bs/ (hr) (ft2) 83.5 91.2 84.2 87.5 83.6 93.1 
~omposite Yi_~ds _.at :?~~ MR, Vol % RSFA 
11/4 - 1 172 Inch ~ :Praction 87.5 
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FIGURE 24 

YIELD RELATIONSHIP USED TO DEVELOP MAXIMUM SHALE SIZE 

Nominal Shale Size Symbol 

o1 1/2 to 2 1/2 Inches 
c3/4 to 1 1/2 Inch 
1/4 to 1 Inch A 








yield was estimated to be a function 
of mass rate, weight average particle 
size 	and the ratio of 098/05 where 
098 is the diameter passing 98% of 
the shale and 05 is the diameter 
passing 5% of the shale. 
(b) 	 The final analysis of the number of 
fractions was made using adjusted 
yields from actual runs on shale 
sizes close to what was calculated 
to be contiguous commercial sizes. 
The adjustments were made with slopes 
from a re9ression analysis of fifteen 
of our better runs. The results of 
this regression analysis is shown 
on Figure 25. The slopes used to 
adjust yield are: 
2.4% 	 I 1.0 (inches}2 variation in Ov2 
1.2% / 0.1 variation in the geometric 
standard deviation of the size dis­
tribution (size range effect) 
1.3% 	I (MSeF/T) of recycle gas. 
The u·.... -:;:tjusted data and the yields used 
are f·'·'--:1arized on Tables 9 and 10. 
(3) 	 P.<?'!::ort Oe[!::~qn Factors 
(a) 	 Total bed height requirement varies with 
the surface area mean diameter, Oa, 
as shown in Figure 14. 
(b) 	 Recycle gas rate requirement is varied 
with Ov2 as shO'l.11n on Figure 15 (Retort 
Group Section). 
(c) 	 Pressure loss is the following function 
of mass rate at optimum recycle gas 
rate: 
1IJass Rate, lbs/(hr) (ft2) 300 400 500 
Total pressure loss, inches H20 6.0 9.7 13.5 
The design factors used for each case in the 
final round of calculations are summarized in 
Tables 9 and 10. 
FIGURE 25 

LINEAR REG.,.c;SSION ANALYSIS FOR YIELD .l:\i:LATIONSHIP.. 
YIELD = 92.22 - 2.366 DV2 - 12.00 ~g + 1.341 R - 0.01096 M 
where: DV = weight mean average particle diameter, inches. 
~g = Geometric standard deviation of size distribution 
( t-J + ~/ J-A ).. 

R = Recycle gas rate, MSCF/T~ 

M a Shale mass rate, 1bs/(hr) (ft2 ). 

Experimental Data: 
Nominal Size DV e;"g R M SY!Qb01 
3/4 - 1~ 0.9 - 1.1 1.2 - 1.3 11 - 15 300 - 500 4­
1~ - 2~ 1.7 - 1.9 1.1 - 1.4' 13 - 15 300 - 500 [J5001/4 - 1~ 0.8 1.5 15 
14 500 &:I 1/4 - 1 0.6 1.4 

1/4 - 3 1.0 - 1.2 1.6 14 - 15 300 - 500 Iii! 

Measured 8 {--~--r"~--i-~~(~~-~:-~-~~-~---~~~~~-4~~~4---~~~=~==2l 
Yield, 
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(4) 	 Cost Data 
(a) 	 Mining costs are based on 40¢/ton at 
the 84,000 ton per day level and 
vary with the 0.8 power of production 
rate. 
(b) 	 Crushing costs are as follows at the 
84,000 ton per day level and vary 
with the 0.6 power of throughput: 
Maximum Size, Inches 3 2 1/2 2 1 1/2 

Cost, ¢/Ton 9.5 10.5 11.8 13.9 

These costs are based on key equipment 
cost 	estimates times 5 1/2 and are 
about 5¢ per ton lower than used in 
the June analyses. They are still 
subject to revision as we firm up the 
non-key equipment costs. 
(c) 	 Basic retorting costs are the same as 
used in the total costs reported 
in the October 1965 Progress r~emorandum. 
(d) 	 Bed heights incremental to 18 feet 
costs $330,000 per foot of 0.3¢/bbl 
per foot. 
(e) 	 compression cost adjustments are made 
for variations in both recycle gas 
rate and pressure drop across the 
retort. 
(f) 	 The market for retort gas is assumed 
to be saturated; therefore, no value 
is assigned to incremental gas 
produced. 
(g) 	 A constant power cost of l¢/RNHr is 
assumed for the crushing plant. 
(h) 	 Additional costs for controlling 
incremental feed fractions were not 
developed. 
b. 	 Results 
(l) 	 l·ieak Spots in Data 
The conclusion that costs are not chang~d more 
than 	2¢/bbl whether a two fraction or three 
fraction feed is selected or any maximum size 
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between 2 and 3 inches is selected is quite 
firm. There is some danger in attempting to 
narrow this choice further based on cost only. 
A difference in yields of 1 to 2% could shift 
the optimums and our retort yield are generally 
only reliable to tl.S Vol %. Also the assumed 
cost of processing fines has a significant
effect on this narrow region of the optimum. 
If fines can be processed at only a slightly 
higher cost than the 1/4 inch plus shale even 
the 1 1/2 inch maximum size is not an unreasonable 
choice; but if they can not be processed, the 
2 1/2 to 3 inch maximum size is clearly the 
most attractive. When fines can not be processed
the one fraction feed is nearly as attractive 
as the three fraction feed. 
(2) 	 Considerations of the Intangibles 
Because of the extreme insensitivity of cost to 
the choice of maximum size and number of feed 
fractions the intangibles should be considered 
in the selection. Some of these intangibles are: 
(a) 	 A 2 1/2 Inch r,1aximum Versus a 3 Inch 
Haximum Size 
Pros 	For 2 1/2· Inch Jl.1aximum Size: 
1. 	 Retort bed heights do not become 
excessive when considering feed 
fractionation. 
2. 	 Operability from a shale flow viewpoint, 
is better with the 2 1/2 inch maximum. 
3. 	 Slight cost advantage because of higher
yield. 
4. 	 Some crushing information indicates 
that 1/4 inch minus may be as low as 
9% when producing 2 1/2 inch maximum. 
Cons 	For 2 1/2 Inch Maximum Size: 
1. 	 Crushing 2 1/2 inch maximum is slightly 
more costly than 3 inch. 
2. 	 Some increment of fines is produced 
and it-may be as hiqh as 3% more fines 
on mine run. 
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(b) 	 Two Fraction Feed Versus a Three 
Fraction Feed 
Pros 	For The Two Fraction Feed: 
1. 	 Less complication to r~tort feed rate 
control and specific retort designs. 
2. 	 Less screening maintenance problems. 
3. 	 More readily evaluated experimentally; 
about 25% more time available for 
extended runs on specific equipment 
designs evaluations. 
4. 	 Less of a strain on the Anvil Points 
shale crushing and handling 
facility. 
Cons 	For The Two Fraction Feed: 
1. 	 Slightly lower yields resulting in 
slightly higher costs. 
2. 	 Demonstration of slightly non-optimum 
feed fractionation. 
In view of these intangibles the two fraction 
feed with a 2 1/2 inch maximum size appears to 
be the best choice to demonstrate in Retort No.3. 
B. 	 Allis-Chalmers Secondary Crusher 
Initial operation of the new crusher has shown that a tooth 
type double roll crusher is a satisfactory machine for secondary 
crushing. One problem that has arisen is that the tooth design 
currently installed will not make a size smaller than 2 inches 
minus without excessive recycle. However, Retort No. 3 opera­
tions require that the secondary crusher produce a 1 1/2 inch 
minus product, and this requirement was specified as a design 
criteria to Allis-Chalmers. This failure to produce a 1 1/2 
inch minus product was discussed with Allis-Chalmers, and they 
have agreed to furnish a new set of crushing rolls with a tooth 
design to meet our requirements at no cost to the Research 
Program. 
C. 	 Crushin~ Research Prosram 
The proposed agreement for the Allis-Chalmers crushing research 
program has not yet been returned to us by Allis-Chalmers. 
The proposed agreement provides for a primary crushing test, 
secondary crushing research, and a flowsheet type design for a 
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commercial crushing plant. According to Allis-Chalmers, 
wording modifications are necessary to a few of the articles 
in the agreement, and the proposal should be returned to us 
in mid-August. 
A secondary crushing test on a Nordberg standard cone crusher 
originally scheduled for late summer or early fall has been 
postponed to next summer. There are two reasons for this. 
First, the mining section is building a grizzly for sizing 
mine run distributions. This grizzly will allow the properly 
sized feed to be prepared for the cone crusher test. Finally, 
we are still urging Nordberg to obtain a primary crusher test. 
If a primary test is run, the primary product would be available 
as a secondary crusher test feed. 
D. Crushing Costs To Be Recalculated 
An economic study to determine crushing cost as a function of 
maximum size produced is unden~ay. This study will be used in 
economic calculations to determine the optimum shale feed size 
fractions. Although research type economic techniques are being 
used, major equipment is being estimated in sufficient detail to 
estimate cost differentials between sizes with fair accuracy. 
It is expected that this stucy will be completed in September. 
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V. ANALYTICAL LABORATORY SECTION (D. Liederman, R. Bernheimer) 
A. Recycle Gas 
Several experiments were made comparing the organic and water 
contents of the total gas line (point A) with that in the dis­
charge line from the electrostatic precipitator (point F) • 
The fir.st experiment failed because of a broken valve stem on 
the electrostatic precipitator equipment, with the result that 
air was sucked through the cold-trapping apparatus; this result 
was confirmed by the water collected (10 g) which corresponded 
closely to that in the total gas volume (24.2 SCF) which passed 
through the appara.tus. 
In the second experiment, du.ring Run B-937, the data from the 
electrostatic precipitator were unusually high. The total gas 
line gave a water content of 9.3 lbs/MSCF while the water con­
tent from the electrostatic precipitator line was 21.8 lbs/MSCF; 
similarly, the organic level in the total gas line was 2.4 
lbs/MSCF while that from the electrostatic precipitator was 
5.1 lbs/MSCF. Checking the ratio of the oil-to-water contents 
gave values of 0.26 and 0.23 for the total gas and electrostatic 
precipitator lines, respectively. These data indicate that 
the gaseous compositions, with respect to organics and water, 
are equivalent with the t'"0 lines, but that t!1e total gas volume 
measured at the electrostatic precipitator unit was in error. 
The electrostatic precipitator line was sampled at four inches 
mercury vacuum (gauge), with a wet test meter being used to 
measure the flow. Since this method is apparently inadequate, 
future experiments will be made at the electrostatic precipitator 
with a revised gas measuring system. 
B. Moisture in Large Shale Particles (1 to 2 1/2 Inches) 
A series of four experiments to measure the moisture contents 
of large raw shale pieces was conducted. The shale ,~as heated 
at about 220 0 F, for various lengths of time, in an open con­
tainer and in one that was closed except for a small tube to 
atmosphere. In all cases, the weight loss equilibrated along 
a typical drying curve after four to five days, with 93 to 95% 
of the loss occurring in two days. :t-~ore work is being done to 
firm the data; but, tentatively, large shale will be dried 
for two days and total weight loss will be estimated. 
C. Results of High TemEerature Ashing 
In the calculation of Overall Balance and Overall Carbon Balance, 
the ratio of Ash in Raw Shale (AR) to Ash in Spent Shale (AS) 
is used. As part of a short range program to find if we could 
determine ash more rapidly, and to check whether the ratio 
AR/AS remained constant at higher temperatures, we ashed a 
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sample of raw shale and a sample of spent shale at t\10 tem­
peratures; 1750 and 20000 F. results in Table 11 S110'1;7 that: 
(1) 	 Our present method of heating at 17500 F for two 
hours is reasonable for a proper ratio of ARIAs, 
although one hour seems also to be sufficient. 
(2) 	 There is additional loss of weight of both raw and 
spent shale upon heating to 20000 F; the weight be­
comes constant after about two hours heating. 
(3) 	 The ratio ARIAS is relatively constant, differing
only about 0.2% relative, for equal heating times 
at the two temperatures. 
Since the ratio is constant, and since there is no pressing need 
for a more rapid ashing method, we will retain our present 
procedure. In this way we also have the advantage that furnace 
life is greater at the lower temperature. 
D. 	 Quality Control Program 
An expanded quality control program has been instituted with 
analyses each week for Fischer Assay, Mineral C02, Carbon­
Hydrogen, Ash, and Moisture on both raw and spent shales. with 
this program, l~e should be able to assess present precision and 
to improve the techniques of our analysts. 
E. 	 Lab Annex 
The laboratory annex at Retort No. 2 now contains our gas col­
lecting and gas chromatographic equipment. After some initial 
unsatisfactory results, which may have resulted from an inter­
mittant leak in our C-H apparatus, the new system seems to be 
operating well. A close check will be maintained to ensure that 
proper sampling and analysis continues. 
F. 	 Laboratory Technician Training Program 
A training program for our four new laboratory technicians is 
in full swing. Three men will be well-enough trained to work on 
their own on about August 17. The fourth will probably be 
trained by the end of August. 
) 
TABJoJE 11 































82 .. 47 
82.47 
82.37 
82.36 
82.00 
82.01 
81.69 
81. 56 
81.23 
81.13 
80.94 
80.91 
80.89 
80.86 
Ash 
Ash 
RS 
SS 
ftl 
#2 
0.8272 
0.8272 
0.8272 
0.8275 
0.8280 
0.8283 
0.8251 
0.8250 
0.8253 
0.8253 
0.8264 
0.8262 
0.8267 
0.8264 
DLiederman 
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